
Simonstown to St. Helena 240226 - 240304
Not knowing much about this part of 
the world and only vaguely 
remembering this was the second of 
two islands Napoleon spent time on, in 
this case his last days, I was pretty 
lazy in the lead up to race day.



Prep
I set up a pathway and ran a few routes 
once the race opened up and they looked 
consistent and pretty straightforward.

EXCEPT, in the Gunboat, high-speed 
gybes are performance loss killers and QT 
was telling me there would be a lot of 
them once we rounded Cape Point.



And they’re off
It took the Brits 10 weeks to sail with 
his Post Waterloo Highness to St. 
Helena but routing showed about 10 
days if I recall correctly. Here, the 
boats are speeding along at 31kts,

Early leaders on my watch list are 
shown here on one of the gybing legs 
past Cape Point.
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Gybe Talkin’
At this early stage, the fleet committed 
to sail up the wind slot. 

Some rely on AGL to solve 
Performance losses but I haven’t 
tested it in high boat and winds speed 
to be confident of it.

So I built a custom worksheet that 
calculates the wiggles needed to gybe 
at just under 93%, Example below.
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What’s boy to do? 

For a day or two QT made 
suggestions of a wildly divergent route 
west. Here you can see WSG in a not 
terrible position but I had noticed the 
consistency of the winds at St. Helena 
were along the rhum line. This meant 
a bunch of Gybes on the approach. 
Whereas the Western route had very 
good angle and decent winds but 
required two crossings of the blue, 
High Pressure ridge.



Split #1

Critical Hippo (how can one NOT love 
that name?) and a few others took the 
bait early.

Mirek, Sax, and I seemed to hedge 
our bets with a last gybe north then we 
too set off to the West.



The Western Fleet
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The Eastern Fleet (except Happy Hour!)
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Moving right along…
Several challenging days lay ahead. 
Routings vacillated between disaster 
and a near win.

Mirek and Sax were north of me;  I 
was being rolled, but a funny thing 
happened on the way to the Forum:

Rummy and I headed north on a 
beeline while Mirek and Sax stayed 
West! Split #2.

AND, counter routing the Eastern 
Leaders showed me several hours 
ahead of them for the first time. (See 
the positional dots at the arrow)

Just before the line



It was a real nail bite: but at this stage Mirek and Sax had the best of Skib, Sebby, and WSG



But the fickle finger of fate fell upon Mirek, Sax and the Hippo…
A hole appeared and they 
stalled out while the three of us 
rode north in perfect VMC!

Them Us



Nerves…
It seemed we’d put the West of the 
Westers to bed but Sebensa and 
Happy had me in their sights.

I had better wind, they, the better 
angle.

Rumskib called the shot perfectly and 
was well ahead.



Champagne
I didn't win but I was surprised and 
very satisfied with a Silver.  A couple 
of lucky breaks, a little bit of smarts, 
and a dose of risk is what it always 
takes IRL and in Digital Life.

Congrats to all who worked hard in 
racing this surprisingly complex race. 
Hope we do it again!

WSG-Germantown, NY



Epi-log

Thanks once again my SOL-ers in 
arms! And to the past and present 
gods and goddesses who make 
this such a challenging 
SIMULATION, it’s not a game ;-) 


